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Finish

ARKETING IS A MARATHON, not a sprint, but maximizing brand value and equity demands a strong finish as
the year winds down. The last four months of the year are an especially interesting time for marketers because the needs of
their target audiences shift as they prepare for winter and the coming holidays, says Luke Kachersky, director of research
and assistant professor of marketing at Fordham University’s Center for Positive Marketing. “Brands and what they offer
often serve a higher purpose in people’s lives than they might during other times of the year,” he notes.
Responding to changes in customer needs and attitudes toward brands is important no matter what the external
drivers of those changes might be, or when they occur. “Whether it’s the end, the beginning, or the middle of the year,
it’s always important that we maintain the ability to correct course and seize new opportunities as the year progresses,”
says Sal Abbate, senior vice president of sales and marketing at Andersen Corp., a Minnesota-based manufacturer of windows and doors. Following are some strategies marketers are embracing to maintain that
needed flexibility and make sure they finish strong in 2012.
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Quick-service
restaurant giant Subway has a robust digital and social
media presence and is very prominent in the world of traditional
advertising. When it comes to shifting media spend, however,
they take a pragmatic approach. “We don’t necessarily look at it
as shifting from traditional to nontraditional,” says Tony Pace,
senior vice president and global chief marketing officer, who is
responsible for worldwide marketing activities for Subway
Restaurants. “We look at it as shifting from what may be working
a little less well to what’s working very, very well.”
That kind of media channel agnosticism is becoming
widespread in marketing on both the brand and agency sides.
“Traditional media used to be alternative media,” says Avi Bibi,
chief operating officer at AdMedia.
“I would have to say there is no
such thing as traditional or
alternative media anymore. It really
comes down to what your goals
are and which media channel best
helps you meet them.”
In reallocating media spend, it
is important to be case-specific
and not generalize performance to
entire channels based on discrete
wins or losses, Pace warns. “You
may have something in the digital
space that’s working great, but that
NFL quarterback
doesn’t necessarily mean everyRobert Griffin III
joins the list of
thing digital is working,” he says,
athletes featured
adding that Subway applies the
in Subway’s
marketing
same kind of thinking to all areas
campaigns.
of its marketing, including
relationships and creative.
For example, much of Subway’s advertising features
celebrities, many of them athletes. As the NFL season begins
this fall, look for new Washington Redskins quarterback Robert
Griffin III — Heisman Trophy winner from Baylor University
and the second overall pick in the NFL draft — to be featured
prominently in both digital and traditional media, Pace says.
It’s not a new strategy for Subway, but rotating Griffin into the
mix leverages the newsworthiness and high visibility he brings.
“Hopefully, he does well, but there are always injury and
performance risks with football, so we’ll pay attention to that
and adjust based on what we see happening,” he says.

sure budgets are fully — and
2Making
properly — allocated

“Quite frankly, budgets
represent a ‘use it or lose it’ challenge for most marketers,” says
Thomas Haas, chief marketing officer at Siemens Corp. “If you
have too much money left in your budget in the final quarter of
the year, you risk losing it or getting some of it pulled back for the
following year.”
That said, Haas emphasizes that other considerations are more
important from a marketing perspective, particularly the ability to
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respond effectively to
changing conditions or
unexpected events and not
be hamstrung by the lack of
available capital. His budget
is fully allocated for Siemens’
current fiscal year, which
ends September 30, and
he’s still waiting to see what
his budget will be for the
upcoming year. “We tend to
plan for the full year and stay
the course, but we always
leave some discretionary
funds to support opportunities that come up,” he says.
Budgetary flexibility is important for marketers, especially
those in industries highly sensitive to macroeconomic trends,
such as Andersen Corp. Volatility in the construction industry, on
which Andersen is heavily dependent, has been unprecedented
in recent years, Abbate says, resulting in what he describes as a
“very lumpy” demand pattern.
Although a steadier pattern appears to be emerging recently,
Abbate is no less vigilant. “If something were to happen with
the economy, we want to be able to react and reallocate our
marketing spend, whether that’s on a geographic basis, a
segmentation basis, or whatever is needed,” he says. So while
Andersen’s marketing funds are fully allocated, they are always
fungible. “We know, or think we know, what we’re going to spend
our money on,” he says, “but there’s always a discretionary
portion we can pull back and redirect based on whether things
are changing or not.” Abbate considers it “imperative” that
marketing professionals not overcommit funds that are nonretractable until the very last moment possible.

3Measuring results and performance

Marketing can involve multiple objectives, but driving revenue
growth is often an important one. To do that most effectively,
media budgets should be frequently adjusted both within
channels and across integrated platforms based on results
and KPIs, says Ed Kats, president of MediaWhiz. That requires
meaningful data and research.
Subway is constantly adjusting its
marketing plans based on a strategy
informed by data generated from an
ongoing schedule of consumer
measurement tools and tracking
studies. It uses analytic modeling
to calculate the ROI of various
portions of its marketing
programs and determine how those
returns fluctuate over
time. “We tend to take a
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1Adjusting media channel spend

long-term view, so if there’s something that really pops up or
down, we first make sure it’s not a data anomaly, then try to
determine whether it indicates a short-term trend or is part of
longer-term trend,” Pace explains. “We are always trying to
allocate more dollars to more effective strategies, so determinations are made on that basis.”
With almost 40 million customer visits a week in the U.S.
alone, Subway’s tracking and measurement efforts benefit
from a resource that functions as an almost instant barometer
of what’s working and what’s not. Lacking such a powerful
resource, many brands find handing off this duty to an outside
partner the best way to go. Siemens, for example, relies on its
media agency, PHD, which uses proprietary and syndicated
market intelligence to analyze media performance. Haas uses
that information to tweak marketing plans, from minor adjustments to existing programs to midcourse corrections, if needed.
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4Fine-tuning ad production

Some brands favor
an all-in approach to ad production, with creative for the
entire marketing calendar done early in the year. For others, it’s
an ongoing activity. For both schools of thought, however, the
closing months of the year present a ripe opportunity to roll out
new creative or make needed tweaks to existing ads.
Siemens falls into the ongoing activity camp, a decision dictated
in part by the global nature
of its campaigns and the
extensive prep work involved
in securing locations for its
shoots. “We try to use client
or customer reference sites
in all our ads, and getting
customer clearance is never
easy,” Haas explains. “It’s
not unusual for the internal
logistics of getting approvals
to push back our schedule,
so we find ourselves shooting
throughout the year.” The
brand is currently “in the
creative throes” of a major
ad production as part of its
global plan, he adds. The new ads will air in the first quarter of
2013, which will be the second quarter of Siemens’ new fiscal year.
Andersen’s approach combines centralization and phased
production. It lays out a campaign and sets its initiatives for the
entire year, and creative is designed to leverage those initiatives.
When ad production takes place is dictated by the kind of product
launches the company has planned and when they will be
introduced. However, Abbate’s team is empowered to pursue
new ad production on an ad hoc basis should a compelling
opportunity emerge in a particular product segment or geographic
area. “That’s where the critical nature of having your funds
available comes in,” he emphasizes. “If you see an opportunity
and you want to capitalize on it, you must have that flexibility.”
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strategy shifts based on market
5Executing
intelligence

Reexamining and adapting to customer
insights should be a continual process, Kachersky says, with
market intelligence gathered from multiple sources and applied
to ongoing marketing and advertising strategies in such a way
that the brand increases its personal resonance with the
customer. That’s particularly important in the final months of
the year, which account for a disproportionate share of revenues
and profits for many brands.
“We are obsessive about customer insights,” Pace says.
“I’m not being facetious when I say I probably look at customer
insights every 15 minutes. That’s what drives the business.”
And that’s what will drive the strategy shifts Subway executes
in its marketing plans over the next four months — just as it
drives them throughout the rest of the year.
Sandra Zoratti, vice president of marketing, executive
briefings, and education at Ricoh, believes improved customer
engagement through deeper customer insight should be on every
marketer’s radar, and she plans to make it her top area of focus
for the rest of 2012. “My goal is to know the customer — and
future prospects — as intimately as possible so that we can
deepen our relationship and value to those customers,” she says.
Acquiring that kind of market intelligence and then executing
strategy shifts based on it can help brands avoid marketing
misses in the final four months of the year. “My advice to myself
and other marketers is that we need to get this alignment crystal
clear by finding out what customers really want and then
delivering precisely that,” Zoratti says. “Otherwise, the next
company will.” ■
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